Postnatally induced differences in adult pain sensitivity depend on genetics, gender and specific experiences: reversal of maternal deprivation effects by additional postnatal tactile stimulation or chronic imipramine treatment.
Postnatal endotoxin exposure, handling or maternal deprivation produce long-lasting individual differences in various neuroendocrine and behavioural responses. However, the impact of postnatal experiences on adult pain sensitivity and its reversibility by postnatal additional tactile stimulation or antidepressants in adulthood is not well understood. Therefore, postnatal endotoxin application as a model for infection, maternal deprivation as a model for depression, and postnatal handling as a model for stimulation were compared with respect to the effects on pain sensitivity in adult Fischer 344 (F344) and Lewis (LEW) rats. Handling increased hot plate latencies in adult F344 and LEW rats, while maternal deprivation shortened hot plate latencies only in LEW rats. Prophylactic treatment strategies, such as tactile stimulation of the dorsal neck region of pups directly after maternal deprivation, or chronic treatment of adult maternally deprived rats using imipramine, successfully provide protection against the maternal deprivation-induced shortening of hot plate latencies. Thus, there is considerable specificity of certain postnatal experiences in modulating adult pain sensitivity and the maternal deprivation-induced hyperalgesia is reversible by different interventional regimes. These findings may explain some of the individual differences in pain sensitivity of humans and the differential efficacy of antidepressants in pain syndromes.